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Abstract- As the wireless revolution continues to make fast in-roads in telecommunication in
developing countries such as Ethiopia, the availability of wireless local content and application
programs in local writing systems becomes a necessity. However, a few fundamental technical
barriers have to be removed before wireless content in such writing systems such as Ethiopic
writing system becomes a possibility. In this paper, we address the issues of keyboard mapping
and predictive text inputting - two such issues of significant challenge - for Ethiopic applications
in wireless environments.
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1. Introduction
Over the fast few decades, wireless devices have revolutionized the communication industry
giving rise to unprecedented level of service penetration for telecom carriers. For developing
countries such as Ethiopia, where the huge expense of laying physical fixed communication
lines coupled with the cost of maintenance kept the growth of the telecom industry to the bare
minimum, the advent of the wireless communication revolution is a welcome development. With
encouraging signs being seen in Ethiopia in the possible expansion of the current mobile
telephony service to benefit as much as a total of 350,000 users in the near future alone [1], it is
increasingly becoming apparent that the demand for local wireless content is poised to grow
significantly. For users comfortable in non-Latin script contents, however, a few fundamental
technical challenges need to be met before wireless content is available in their script of choice.
The first challenge is that the 12-key ITU standard keyboard used by the hundreds of million of
wireless devices around the globe was designed to meet the demands of Latin script and its
users. For non-Latin script usages, however, the issue of keyboard mapping to a native script
has to be addressed by providing a mapping solution. Second, - even if the mapping issue is
addressed - convenient and effortless composing of contents (such as in text messages) in the
12-keys of wireless devices will remain to be an issue demanding a solution for scripts such as
Chinese, Japanese, and Ethiopic. The number of taps for entering a single character as well as
composing whole words and sentences in these scripts could be impractically high thereby
discouraging widespread and effortless use. In the Latin script arena and a number of Near and
Far Eastern scripts, the solution for minimizing key taps has already been commercially
1
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implemented through novel predictive text inputting algorithms. However, in the case of
Ethiopic, the solutions to the technical challenges of the mapping of the 12-key ITU standard
keyboard and predictive text inputting have not been reported yet.
This work is, therefore, an attempt to enable a practical and efficient composing of message
texts with Ethiopic on wireless devices such as wireless phones. Two aspects of this work,
namely, keyboard mapping and predictive text inputting are addressed separately. The Ethiopic
keyboard mapping for wireless devices is addressed first where we investigate various
keyboard mapping schemes for Ethiopic script and propose the most efficient one
(ETWirelessKeyBoard) as a model mapping scheme. Then an algorithm (EasyET) that
predicts the word so as to decrease the number of tapping required to type the word is
developed. As a bundle, - we argue - the addressing of these two technical barriers lays the
ground-work for developing Ethiopic wireless applications such as Ethiopic SMS (Simple
Messaging Service). This new and novel Ethiopic SMS application, we suggest, demonstrates
that Ethiopic writing system has now entered the Wireless revolution.

2. Ethiopic Key Board Mapping for Wireless Devices
The Ethiopic writing system (EWS) – in the traditional non-Unicode environment - has 33 base
characters with their 6 forms, which gives a total of 231 core symbols. It also has 7 special
symbols, 44 labialized symbols, 8 punctuation marks and 20 numerals that raise the total
number of characters to 310. In the latest Unicode version adopted (i.e., Unicode 3.0) [2], the
‘extended’ Ethiopic writing system has the range 1200-137F with 345 number of characters2. In
both the ‘basic’ and ‘extended’ EWS – therefore – the number of characters is considerably high
making Ethiopic text composition on wireless devices a very challenging task.
For wireless applications, two significant technical barriers arise due to the excessively
large number of characters in the Ethiopic writing system. The first is that the number of keys
available in the typical ITU-T keyboard is limited to 12 out of which only 9 are dedicated to
characters. Mapping 345 characters to just only 9 keys is, then, a formidable task. The second
technical barrier is that most cell phone manufacturers have a 64KB memory limit (in some
cases less) on the size of the wireless application file [3]. For example, for wireless applications
written in Java, this limit suggests that size of the ‘jar’ file – including fonts - should not exceed
64 KB. Most Ethiopic font files commonly used in desk-top applications alone have sizes in the
ranges of 175-250 KB [4,5]. This further puts an additional constraint on the number of
characters in EWS that could efficiently be employed for a wireless application. The keyboard
mapping to be employed, therefore, requires that the number of characters in the font set
selected should be optimized.
For this required font optimization, we have looked at four sets of characters as
candidates for elimination. These are the so-called ‘superfluous’ characters [4], replaceable
characters, Ethiopic numerals and labialized characters. The determination to remove the
‘superfluous’ characters is made based on the many researches reported over the years
regarding the issue of these so-called redundant (superfluous) Ethiopic characters. The works
of Abraham Demoz [6], Imirru Haile Selassie et al [7], Hadiss Alemayehu [8], Getachew Haile
[9], Yonas Admassu, Habte Mariam Markos, Yohannes Admassu and Hailu Fulas [10], and
Worku Alemu [11] are some of the important works we have consulted to support this decision.
In most of these cited works, it has been argued that these characters could be neglected in the
2
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Ethiopic writing system. The work of Worku [11] which is based on a statistical analysis of a
sample of written text from the print media provides the first quantitative approach to this rather
historically contentious issue. Figure 5 shows the results obtained by Worku [11] regarding the
frequency of these sets of characters. While Worku’s study is based on a statistically
inadequate sample, we submit that these results could serve as a reasonable starting point until
comprehensive and detailed studies are available.
The replaceable characters are characters that are used infrequently and can, therefore,
– for most practical purposes – be substituted by other characters. They are distinct from the
‘superfluous’ characters in a sense that the sounds they represent are indeed unique – albeit
mostly in a subtle fashion. 12A7 and 1368 are some of these characters. The labialized
characters which are the ones represented in Unicode as 120F, 121F, 122F, 1237, 123F, 126F,
127F, 1297, 129F, etc. could easily be replaced by typically a combination of two characters.
The Ethiopic numerals represented by 1369 to 137C have commonly been substituted by Arabic
numerals in desk-top applications. The same practice is adopted here.
With these optimizations, a compact keyboard mapping is then formulated. Table 1
shows such a keyboard mapping. In this mapping, the number of Feedel characters in our
scheme will reduce by 40% to 210 from the original set of 345 in the extended EWS. Table 2
shows the expansion of the wireless keyboard (ITU –T) mapping.
Once the keyboard mapping is determined, the issue of character entry (or input
method) has, then, to be addressed. Character entry determines the sequences of key strokes
or taps to compose a character. In the following sections, we investigate two of such entry
methods and then outline the cons and pros for each. Subsequently, we outline why one of
them is selected as a preferred way of character entry. These two methods are the Multi-Press
input method and the Three-Key input method.

Figure 1. The basic Feedel (Ethiopic base characters and their six forms)

Figure 2. Feedel (extended EWS) as adopted by Unicode 3.0 (Feb 2000).

Table 1. Proposed Ethiopic keyboard mapping for wireless devices. Refer to table 2 for details.
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Table 2. This table summarizes the keyboard mapping indicated in Table 1.
2.1 Multi-Press Input Method
A Multi-Press (or multi-tapping) method is a character entry procedure where a tapping of two or
more keys is needed to compose a single character. This – we propose – can be implemented
in two ways. In the first approach, when one of the base characters is pressed from the keypad
a menu appears that enables the user to select one of the vowels or (the different orders of the
base characters). Right arrow and right arrow key can be used to browse through the seven
orders and select the order of interest.
As shown in Figure 3, when one base character is pressed, say “L”, its different orders
appear on the menu of the top right corner of the screen, enabling the user to select the order of
his/her choice. For example, to type the name
“Abebe” the user presses the key labeled
‘2’ once and to select the first order of “ae”, the user utilizes the right arrow to pick order of
choice (which is the first order in this case and also the default; requiring no tap of the arrow).
Similarly, to compose the character “be”, the user presses the key labeled ‘2’ with the editor
picking the first order of by default. The second is composed in a similar fashion. A total of
8 key taps are, therefore, required to compose the text
.

Figure 3. Orders of a character displayed on the top right most corner of the screen
It is instructive to note that Worku [11] has demonstrated that the 6th order (sads) is used
frequently in Amharic text. The frequency of occurrence of the 6th order is greater than that of
order 1 which is in turn more frequent than the 4th order. The frequency of order 4 is greater
than order 2; frequency of occurrence of order 3 is greater than order 7; and frequency of
occurrence of order 7 is greater than order 5. It is also indicated that the frequency of
occurrence of order 2 and 3 are equal [11] (cf. Figure 4). Therefore, based on the above
observations, we propose that when one of the base characters is pressed, it will be the six
order (sads) character that will be automatically displayed. In the event that the user wants to
change to the other orders, the left or right arrow could be used to select the required order.
Further, the cursor will always be on the first order which is the second most used order.
In the second approach of multi-press input method, the keypad alone is used without
selecting the appropriate order from the top right most corner of the screen. In this scenario the
user presses the key labeled ‘2’ once and the key labeled ‘3’ twice to write the character for
“ae”. Similarly, the user again taps the key labeled ‘2’ twice and the key labeled ‘3’ twice to enter
the character for “be”. The same sets of key taps will be repeated to enter the second “be”. This
results in a total of 11 key taps to compose the name
“Abebe”. In another example, the
“Alemu” can be composed by tapping the key labeled ‘2’ once and the key
name
labeled ‘3’ twice (to enter the character that sounds “ae”) and then the key labeled ‘5’ three
times and the key labeled ‘3’ twice to enter the character “le” and finally the key labeled ‘6’
once and the key labeled ‘8’ twice to enter the character
“mu”. This results in a total of 11
key taps.
With regard to the so-called ‘explosive’ characters, Table 1 shows that a single ‘sub-key’
has been assigned to represent two characters (i.e., the explosive and its Geez root). For
example, ‘ze’ and
‘zhe’ share the same key (‘9’) at the fourth position. The explosive
characters are activated through a use of a shift (or * key).
2.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Multi-Press Input Method
Advantages
• Multi-Press Input Method is simple and straight forward.
• It has adopted the de facto standard of the phonetic keyboard mapping for QWERTY
keyboards which is familiar to most users of desk top applications.
• It has a choice of features for composing a text. The first option features a menu at the
top right most corner of the screen that displays the different orders of the base
character. The second option allows the use of the keypad alone without the need of the
menu.
Disadvantages
• A user is expected to tap the keypad multiple times to enter a single character
• Loading of the seven forms of the character typed in the memory drags the system from
performing efficiently.
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Figure 4. Worku’s frequency distribution of orders of characters in Ethiopic Writing System.
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Figure 5. Worku’s frequency distribution of characters with identical sounds.

2.2 Three-Key Input Method
As the name implies, the three-key input method is a character entry procedure where a tapping
of exactly three keys is needed to compose a single character. The-three key method is very
much related to the so-called two-key input method [13]. In the two-key method, the user
presses two keys successively to specify a character. The first key press, as in the multi-press
method, selects the “group” of characters (e.g. key 5 for ‘JKL’). The second press is for
disambiguation. One of the number keys, 1, 2, 3, or 4, is pressed to specify the position of the
character within the group. For example to enter the character ‘K’, the user presses 5-2 (‘K’ is
second character in ‘JKL’) [13]. The two-key method is very simple and has no timeouts. Each
character A-Z is entered with exactly two key presses. SPACE is entered with a single press of
the 0-key. The two-key method is not is not in common use for entering Roman characters,

however. In Japan, a similar method (often called the “pager” input method) is very common for
entering Katakana characters [13].
Extending the concepts of the two-key input method, we have adopted the same
methodology for Ethiopic text inputting using three-keys which is referred to as Three-key input
method. In the Three-key input method, the first key press is used to select the group. For
instance, pressing the key labeled ‘2’ selects the character group “he, le, me” [cf. Table 4]. Then
pressing the key ‘3’ corresponds to selecting the third character from the selected group (in this
case, “me” is the third member in the group). Then the user presses one of the keys labeled ‘1’,
‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘5’, ‘6’ or ‘7’, to select the order of the character selected in the previous key press.
This is applicable to all the root characters shown in Table 2. In the case of three-key input
method the keyboard design follows the natural sequence of the Ethiopic characters as shown
in Table 4.

2.2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Three-Key Input Method
Advantages
• In general, the Three-Key Input Method decreases the number of tapped required to
compose a text compared to Multi-Press Input Method (see Table 5).
• It is easy for the user to learn.
Disadvantages
• The user needs to train on how to use this keyboard layout to compose a text.
2.2 Selection of Input Method
Based on the arguments presented above, we submit that the Multi-Press input method is more
suitable and easier for Ethiopic applications in a wireless environment. Further, with the
implementation of ‘dictionary’ or predictive text inputting algorithm discussed below, the MultiPress input method proves to be easier to use and program.

Table 4. Keyboard design for Ethiopic that follows alphabetical arrangement.

3. Predictive Text Inputting in Wireless Environment
Predictive text inputting (PTI) is the process of adoption of an intelligent algorithm that predicts
words and, in some cases, phrases and sentences while the user is typing on a the keypad of a
wireless device. In a typical PTI application, as the user types, the sequence of the characters is
compared with possible letter combinations in the built-in dictionary. Whenever the algorithm

predicts a similarity, the user is prompted with the most likely word or - in some cases - phrase.
In general, PTI application saves the user from tapping far too many keys.
The origin of PTI algorithms could be traced to the mid 1990s when new applications
started to appear on handsets that tried to predict the word being typed based on a single tap of
a key for each letter. Using these predictive applications reduced the number of keystrokes
required to compose a message on wireless phones. Some of the commonly used proprietary
algorithms in most wireless phones for PTI are T9 Text Input, I-Tap, eZiText, and tx4u.
T9 Text Input, which is marketed by Tegic and is quite widely available in many of the
mobile phones shipped around the world, makes text entry more efficient by allowing users to
compose text messages with just one key press letter [12]. Each key on a telephone keypad
has more than one letter. A single press on the “5” key could be “J”, “K”, or “H”. T9 uses a
dictionary as the basis for disambiguation. The method is based on the same key layout as the
multi-press method, but each key is pressed only once. For example, when the user wants to
enter “is”, s/he pushes the “4” key first which consists of “G”, “H”, and “I”, and then taps the “7”
key which consists of “P”, “Q”, “R”, and “S”. Using the combination of “4” and “7” corresponds to
various two-character combinations including “hr”, “gs”, etc., but the word “is” appears most
frequently in English texts, and the algorithm predicts that the word “is” is the intended word in
this case. T9 compares the word possibilities to its linguistic database to “guess” the intended
word.
Naturally, linguistic disambiguation is not perfect, since multiple words may have the
same key sequence. In this case, T9 gives the most common word as a default. To select an
alternate word, the user presses a special SHIFT function key. For example, the key sequence
6-6 gives “on” by default. If another word was intended, the user presses “*” to view the next
possible word. In this case, “no” appears. If there are more alternatives, SHIFT (*) is pressed
repeatedly until the intended word appears. Pressing 0 accepts the word and inserts a SPACE
character [13]. Tegic’s patented T9 Text Input software currently supports more than 14
languages.
I-Tap is marketed by Motorola’s Lexical division and is bundled in most Motorola cell
phones. eZiText is another proprietary PTI product and was developed by Zi Corporation. The
capability of text prediction of the three products namely T9 Text Input, I-Tap and eZiText, vary,
but broadly speaking they do the same thing: predicting the current word the user is composing
on a wireless phone. However, Motorola has recently announced that a new version of their ITap software which will predict whole sentences based on past writing [14].
More rigorous PTI products have also been introduced recently. A company called AirTx
proposed a solution “that reads the users mind” through its product called tx4u [15]. AirTx
anticipates an algorithm that not only predicts next words, but also next action. The algorithm
accomplishes this by developing a personal language model to anticipate what the user wants
to compose as he/she begins typing the message and then predicts the end of the sentence
based on the users’ previous use of language. In some circumstances, a claim has been made
that tx4u will even predict an entire sentence [14,15].

3.1 Predictive Text Inputting for Ethiopic - EasyET Algorithm
In the context of the Ethiopic writing system, there is a legitimate need to formulate and adopt
intelligent text predicting algorithms. Text input prediction in Ethiopic script will depend on two
sets of factors. The first factor is the structure of Ethiopic languages (such as Amharic) and
statistical distribution of the order of characters. There is limited statistical study in this area that
could guide the development of the algorithm. As a starting point, however, the work of Worku
[11] in statistical distribution of order of characters in EWS (with particular emphasis on
Amharic) will again be used to guide this process. The second factor is that of the word, phrase

and sentence usage habits of the individual user. Naturally, this is difficult to predict apriori and
a ‘dictionary’ approach should be used to build a library of words, phrases and sentences
commonly composed by the user.
Based on these observations and results reported in the literature [11], we propose the
following algorithm called EasyET for predictive text inputting in Ethiopic writing system – with
particular emphasis and application in the Amharic language.
Step 1: Determine which of the letters in each box is used more frequently at the beginning of
Amharic words. Worku’s work [11] is used as guidance here. Based on the distribution scheme
(Figure 6), the algorithm will pick that character as the first one when the user taps the
corresponding key. For example, in the ‘7’ key that corresponds to the letters ‘PQRS’, the ‘S’
character (Cf. Table 1) occurs more often than the other three (refer to Worku’s work and
Figure 6). According to Worku’s work on model sample texts, ‘S’ occurs 457 times, ‘R’ occurs
250 whereas ‘Q’ for “Qe’ occurs 156 times. Therefore the algorithm will pick the sixth order of
the ‘Se’ family (i.e. S) as the first character of the predicted word. Again, the reason why the
‘sads’ (6th) order is selected is due to the fact that it is the most frequent order (cf. Figure 4).
This algorithm by itself could easily save a number of multi-taps in a given text message.
Step 2: The second level of prediction will involve picking the right order in the root character.
For example, if the intended word is ‘sukar”, the algorithm in Step 1 had managed to pick only
the sixth order. The second order that corresponds to “su’ will be picked by tapping key ‘8’
which contains the vowel ‘u’. For words that have not been completed yet, the algorithm
determines that the operation of picking the order of the character is in scope and forces taping
of the key ‘8’ to pick only the vowel ‘u’ from the set that contains ‘T U V”.
Step 3. If the word is a one-character size, the user enters a space character to separate the
current word from the next word. Otherwise the user enters the second character by repeating
the first two steps.
Step 4. After the first two or more characters have been entered by the user, the predictive
algorithm will pop up – from its dictionary - the first n top rated candidate words that begin with
the entered characters.
Step 5. The user selects one of the candidate words from the pop up list. The user can browse
through the word list using asterisk “*” key. If the intended word is not in the list, the user will
simply continue to tap in the next character of the word. In this case, the predictive algorithm will
come up with a better list of candidate words using step 4. This process continues until the
predictive algorithm correctly predicts the intended word or until the user finishes typing in the
intended word. Once the word is entered either predicted by the algorithm or typed in by the
user, the user will enter a space character to indicate the end of the word.
Step 6. If the predictive algorithm is not capable of predicting the intended word due to absence
of the entered word in the dictionary, the algorithm will request the user to save the new word.
Similarly, the user is prompted to save all new words, phrases and sentences to the dictionary
for a later use. These will then serve as basis for prediction in subsequent text compositions.
Step 7.If the user opts to save the word the new word will be added to the dictionary and rated.
Table 5 summarizes the amount of tapping efforts required to compose some common
Amharic phrases using non-predictive and predictive methods. This example is intended for

demonstration purposes and can not be taken as an exhaustive statistical comparison between
the three approaches. Nevertheless, its demonstration of the efficiency of the predictive
algorithm is useful. The number of taps for Three-key input method is made by adding three key
presses for each character. The estimation for the number of taps required when the predictive
algorithm is used is based on the assumption that some of the words have already been ‘learnt’
by the dictionary. Here, we have assumed that before a certain word is predicted, the user will
enter, on average, half of its characters and the remaining will be entered by selecting the
predicted word.

Text Phrase
QWERTY

Number of taps with different input methods
Predictive

Multi press
Sibseba lay negn
Meleshe idewlalehu
Melkam Inqutatash
Inquan des yalachihu

Three-key

12

32

24

16

17

30

27

15

19

29

30

15

17

41

33

21

Table 5. Comparison of number of taps required for composing a text message for some common
Amharic phrases.

3.2 Discussion
The EasyET Algorithm will work well on a database that has fairly common Amharic words that
can be used for messaging purpose. As improvement of the suggested algorithm, the actual
selection of these words can be made by taking SMS messages from the SMS server itself.
Algorithms that are used in information retrieval for identifying index terms and removing stop
words will be applied to get the required terms that are commonly used for messaging purpose.
First the stop words will be removed, then the frequency of every word will be calculated and
assigned to the word. Finally a threshold value will be set and words beyond the threshold value
will be included in the word database (dictionary). Once the user has started to use the
messaging service (SMS) the algorithm will add new words to the dictionary. For example, when
the user types a new word, if the word is not in the dictionary, the algorithm asks the user
whether to save the new word in the database or not. Based on the user’s response, the word
can be added to the dictionary. Words in the dictionary will have a corresponding rating
attribute. This default rating attribute will be given to the words by categorizing the frequency
range in to three groups. For example most commonly used words will be given a rating of 2,
the next common words will be given a rating of 1 and ordinary words will be given a rating of 0.
This default rating will help the algorithm to predict words for a new user. However this default
rating is subject to change based on the user’s word usage habit. Whenever a user uses a
certain word from the dictionary or a new word is added to the dictionary, the word will be rated.
For new words, the rating will begin from 1 whereas for existing words the rating increases by
one on the previous rating value. This gives the word a better chance to be predicted in

successive entries. The other benefit is it gives the chance for the predictive algorithm to learn
the user’s word usage habit.
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Figure 6. Worku’s frequency distribution of Ethiopic characters.

4. Application Integration
The addressing of the Ethiopic keyboard mapping and predictive text inputting lays the
necessary groundwork for developing Ethiopic wireless applications. The most obvious of such
applications is text messaging in Ethiopic script. Text messaging or SMS (Simple Messaging
Service) – as it is technically known - is a popular and high-volume wireless application that has
experienced explosive growth around the globe.
Short Message Service (SMS) is the transmission of short text messages to and from a
mobile phone, fax machine and/or IP address. Messages must not be longer than 160
alphanumeric characters when Latin alphabets are used and 70 characters when non-Latin
alphabets such as Arabic and Chinese are used [16]. The SMS messages cannot contain
images or graphics. SMS messages are supported by GSM, TDMA and CDMA based mobile
phone networks currently in use. With an increasing wireless mobile phone service user base in
Ethiopia, it is becoming clear that such an application will find a wide use.
By integrating these two solutions discussed in this work and other innovative
approaches for some more technical barriers peculiar to wireless devices and the protocols that
govern their operations, we have developed a wireless application for Ethiopic text messaging.
Figure 6 shows a screen shot of such a text messaging application in Ethiopic writing system.

Figure 6. Integration of Ethiopic keyboard mapping and predictive text inputting enables the
development of text messaging in Ethiopic.

Conclusions
In this paper we have attempted to discuss the two different types of keyboard mappings for
wireless devices. Namely the multi press input method and the three-keys input method. We
also have indicated the pros and cons of each input method. In the developed solution the multi
press input method option has been implemented by considering its advantage over the threekey input method. In the Predictive Text Inputting part, we have proposed a new algorithm,
EasyET that will predict the current word while the user is typing a word. This algorithm learns
the user’s word usage habit and predicts accordingly. We believe that the integration of these
two solutions, demonstrates that Ethiopic writing system has now entered the Wireless
revolution.
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